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Who’s Here?

The Impact of Technology: 
Students’ Brains are Being Rewired
§The availability and use of technology has impacted 
student attention, working memory, and thinking. 
§Technology can be used to promote a more flexible, 
student-centered approach to learning. However, care 
must be taken to ensure that these learning 
experiences capitalize on how                                    
students take in and process                                        
knowledge and skills.

Sousa, 2016

Let’s Try a Quick Experiment
§We’ll watch a video and then you will take a quick quiz on the 
content. 

§Half of you will be asked to send texts to friends and/or family 
(hopefully someone who typically responds) during the video. Or, 
if you have an email you’ve been meaning to send, you can do 
that too. Try to pay attention to the video at the same time.

§The other half of you will be asked to set aside phones and 
laptops and attend fully to the video

§After the video, depending on which group you were assigned, 
you’ll complete the following quick quiz:

1. Texting: https://goo.gl/forms/vEtx8qLixd5lfgva2

2. Not Texting: https://goo.gl/forms/PUA1PUJp6d8MNG5E2



QR Codes for Quizzes
TEXTING NOT TEXTING

Technology as a Distraction?
In a similar experiment with college students, those 
involved in active texting scored 27 percent lower on a quiz 
covering the content from a PowerPoint presentation 
(Froese et al., 2012).

Two studies found that simply having a cell phone present 
was distracting enough to cause a decline in performance 
on attentional and cognitive tasks (Thornton, Faires, 
Robbine, & Rollins, 2014).

What are some implications of research regarding 
student attention?

Alerting, Orienting, & Deciding
1. Humans attend quickly to things that threaten 

or interest them
2. If there are options, humans pick the one that 

gives them the most benefit at that moment.
3. There are WAY more                                  

distractions now than                                            
there used to be.

Sousa, 2016

How do we 
Monitor 
Device 
Usage?

Policies and 
Practices



Device Monitoring Routine

Red = Devices Put Away

Yellow = keep devices 
handy; I’ll tell you when to 
use them

Green = Devices out; we’ll 
be using them frequently

Mrs. 
DiBartolo’s
Classroom 

Watchung 
Hills High 
School

New Jersey

General Policies

From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated flipped classroom. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. p.83 From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated flipped classroom. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. p.83
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Turn and Talk

v What do you 
think about 
these potential 
barriers to 
learning AND 
these potential 
solutions?
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On Working Memory
§New research is showing a decrease of items that 
can be stored in our working memory. 
§One theory behind this change is that students 
learn it is easier to simply look up the information 
rather than go through the process                             
of trying to remember it. 
Sousa, 2016

Implications Regarding Working 
Memory
§Social processing and active engagement     
are effective tools to help students deeply 
process content.
§Ongoing, formative assessment in a variety    
of forms is important to monitor student 
learning. 
§Consider how both social                    
processing and ongoing                                  
assessment might                                be 
embedded into daily                             
instruction.



Social Processing

Students need to feel
known, and seen.
They also need to feel 
safe enough to take 
risks in learning and 
to practice skills that 
might feel unfamiliar 
and, as a result, 
uncomfortable. 

The Need for Collaboration in 
an Online Environment
A study at Cornell found that students who were 
required to interact in a language-learning game 
(versus students who had the option to collaborate) 
spent more time communicating with other players 
and consequentially learned more words (in this case, 
Japanese).

◦ Culbertson, G., Anderson, E, White, W., Zhang, D., & Jung, M. 
(2016).Crystallize: An Immersive, Collaborative Game for Second Language 
Learning. Proceedings of the 19th ACM Conference on Computer-Supported 
Cooperative Work & Social Computing. Pages 636-647.

Low-Prep, Low-Stakes Community 
Builders Log for Student Blog-Post Interactions

From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated 
flipped classroom. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. p.22



Developing “Comment Etiquette”
•Analyze and evaluate online comments of an online article 
or blog.  Steer away from highly controversial issues.

•Ask students to find…
• One comment they think offers constructive feedback in a 

respectful way

• One comment that lacks EITHER constructive feedback or 
respect

• One comment that lacks both constructive feedback and 
respect

•Examine those comments as a class a develop a list of 
criteria for online (and/or in class) comments

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/07/dining/hotels-restaurants-big-name-chefs.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0

Comment Etiquette
Sample YouTube Comments Kidblog – Practice/Modeling

Prompts for Student Discussion

Validating or Extending Probing or Challenging Summarizing or Closing

• “You made a good 
point when you 
said…”

• “Am I correct in 
understanding 
that…?”

• “I like that idea. In 
addition, ….”

• “I hadn’t considered 
that… It makes me 
wonder…”

• “While… may be true, it’s 
also important to 
consider…”

• “I see what you’re saying, 
but I also think/wonder…”

• “I understand that…On the 
other hand….”

• “What about this idea…?”
• “How does that mesh 

with…?”
• “Some people might say…”

• “It seems like we agree 
that…but that we 
disagree that…”

• “I/we need to better 
understand…”

• “A next step might be…”
• The bottom line seems 

to be…”
• “Taking all perspectives 

into consideration...”

From Doubet & Hockett (Nov 2017), “Classroom Discourse AS Civil Discourse.” Educational Leadership. ASCD.

Formative Assessment
How can we use 
technology to be 
proactive in 
discovering 
students’ learning 
needs and in 
planning to address 
those needs? 



Padlet.com
Gather - Individual

You can add a “profanity filte
r”!

Gather – Small Groups

Task 1                       Task 2                        Task 3

Note: These QR codes actually correspond to 3 different 
“Classroom Management” Padlets that I assign to my pre-

service teachers based on expressed areas of need.

Padlet: Forum for Task Delivery



Padlet – Task Options

From Carbaugh, E.M. & Doubet, K.J. (2016). The differentiated flipped classroom: A practical guide to digital 
learning. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press. p.33.

Authentic Formative Assessment 

GoFormative.com

üFree account at GoFormative
üVariety of question formats and reports
üAllows you to provide feedback, assign 
points, etc.

Sample GOFORMATIVE Results



Sample GOFORMATIVE Results Classroom Example: 
Responding to Digital Exit Slips

http://www.edutopia.org/practice/exit-
tickets-checking-understanding

• What do these teachers do 
to check for individual 
understanding?

• What do you think about     
how they used the results?

Google Forms for Assessment Formative Assessment Patterns

Got It
(able to distinguish 

between ethos, pathos, 
and logos)

Didn’t Get It 
(unable to distinguish 

between ethos, 
pathos, and logos)
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Tiered Rhetoric Tasks
For Everyone: 

Review the Relationship Between Argument and Persuasion

For students who were able 
to distinguish between 

ethos, pathos, and logos in 
a text: 

Watch a video and 
examine it for ethos, 

pathos, and logos. 
How do those elements 
reveal and contribute to 

author’s purpose?

For students who were NOT 
able to distinguish between 

ethos, pathos, logos in a text:
Examine a series of visual 

ads. Evaluate each ad     
for its use of ethos, 
pathos, and logos. 

What impact do these 
elements have on the 

“reader”?
Based on tasks by Shannon Roos and Erin Marron, Hampton High School

DEFEND OR DESTROY
Select 2 claims from the list: one that 
you can “defend” and one that you 
want to “destroy.” Use evidence from
[e.g., the text, the documents/ 
sources] and your reasoning to   
explain and justify your thinking.

IMPORTANT THINGS

•Some important things about [e.g., 

cell respiration] are __________ 

and ____________.

• But the MOST important thing  

about  [e.g., cell respiration] is 

_____________ because….

MISUNDERSTANDINGS

• One misunderstanding 

someone might have about 

[e.g., how to solve this 

problem] is _____________

• Here’s what I might say to that 

person to help them better 

understand the “truth”:

“Customizeable” 
FA prompts 
that require 

Student 
Thinking

From  Doubet, K.J.  & Hockett, J.A. (2015). Differentiation in middle 
and high school. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

Digital Formative Assessment Tools
◦ www.socrative.com

◦ www.polleverywhere.com

◦ Kahoot.it

◦ Plickers.com

◦ GoFormative.com

◦ Padlet.com

◦ Swivl Recap

◦ flipgrid.com

◦ Google Forms, Blogs, backchannels (see “Interaction Tools” slide)

Use these tools – and others like them –

to check for understanding during and 

after a lesson – traditional or flipped.  

Even while  at home, students can alert 

their teachers to their misconceptions and 

questions. 

Favorite Tool for Social Processing 
and/or Formative Assessment?



What does the Research say?
The following “awaken” students’ brains:

qA puzzle or a challenge that appears                          
within their reach (Wilingham; Willis)

qConnection between themselves and the content 
or the content and the world around them (Willis)

qNovelty - introducing a topic                                     
in a unique manner (Wolfe)

From  Doubet, K.J.  & Hockett, J.A. (2015). Differentiation in middle and high school. 
Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

FA Prompts that Activate Interest/Reflection
Rank and Relate

1. Rank the following [topics, people, 
events] that we’ve studied in order of 
how interesting they are to you (5= 
most interesting; 1 = least interesting)

2. How are the topics that you ranked 
#1 and #5 related or connected to 
each other

How do you want to learn?
1. As we continue our lesson on 
______________tomorrow, would you 
rather learn about it by

•Watching _________?

•Reading __________?

•Listening to __________?

This Just In!

1. Restate the most interesting thing 
you have learned this week as either 
a news headline or a billboard sign.

2. Explain what made this interesting 
to you.

What is Making Things Click?
1. What happens in this class that helps 
you learn (for example, strategies, the 
way ideas are presented, your grouping 
configurations, etc.)?

2. What’s one thing I (your teacher) 
could do to improve [this class, this unit, 
this topic] for you?

From Doubet & Hockett (2017). Differentiation in the Elementary Grades: 
Strategies to Engage and Equip All Learners. ASCD.

§There are increased demands on students’ attention, so teachers 
need novel ways of introducing learning objectives or content to 
students to wrestle their attention away from these competing 
forces.

§Finding relevance in a task can result in greater attention, focus, and 
motivation on the part of the student.

§Making predictions can increase the release of the neurotransmitter 
dopamine which increases feelings of pleasure or satisfaction (Willis, 
2010)

§Technology provides various avenues for this. For example, using the 
flipped model of instruction, rather than a traditional homework 
assignment, have students watch a short, engaging video and make 
predictions about what they are going to be learning the next day. 

Implications Regarding 
Student Attention

Infographic Directions
GO to Commonlit.org

◦ Click on “Library” in top left
◦ Select “Genre” from the dropdown menu
◦ Choose “Informational Texts”

Choose and read an article that looks interesting to you.

Go to Canva and choose “infographic” from the menu on 
the left

Explore the kinds of infographic templates available. Pay 
particular attention to “Education,” ”Process,” and 
“Timeline.”

Browse the selections and choose one that might be of 
interest (and on grade level for) your students. 

Look back at the Canva Infographic templates. Choose one 
that might be the most helpful for capturing the 
information from the article.

Choose the “just right” words and images to capture the 
essence of your article in an infographic!

Example from McTighe, Doubet, & Carbaugh (in press)



Podcasting (Audacity, Voicethread, Synth)
Role Audience Product/Performance

(Format)
Situation
(Topic)

Storyteller

Listeners of “The Moth” – A 

Podcast featuring amateur 

storytellers sharing 

significant life events

A Podcast (recorded story 

with script) of a pivotal 

moment in your life.

You have been selected to 

share your “pivotal 

moment” story on “The 

Moth” podcast. 

“The Moth” podcast (https://themoth.org/podcast) is producing a “student-series” of 

podcasts for an upcoming episode.  Their series title is “A pivotal moment.” Write a story 

for this podcast submission. You can use your Memory Poem as the seed, or choose 

another important life-moment to describe.  The story should be 4-6 minutes in length 

when read aloud and should feature imagery and figurative language that has the power 

to paint pictures of your experience in the minds of the podcast’s listeners. Return to the 

work of Gary Soto, Ray Bradbury, etc. for more inspiration on how to do this.  Remember 

– according to the site’s description, “Moth stories are true as remembered by the 

storyteller.” So, stay true to your memories and impressions and let your voice shine 

through so that your audience can picture your moment vividly.

Example from McTighe, Doubet, & Carbaugh (2019)

Other ”Mentor Text” Podcasts
ELA

A Way with Words
A public radio 
program about 
language examined 
through history, 
culture, and family.

By the Book
The hosts chronicle 
life as they live by the 
rules of a different 
self-help book each 
episode to figure out 
which ones might 
actually be life 
changing.

SOCIAL STUDIES Both

¢ How I Built This
How I Built 
This weaves a 
narrative journey 
about innovators, 
entrepreneurs and 
idealists—and the 
movements they built.

¢ Rough Translation
How are the things 
we're talking about 
being talked about 
somewhere else in the 
world? Gregory Warner 
tells stories that follow 
familiar conversations 
into unfamiliar 
territory.

¢ Planet Money
The economy 
explained. Imagine you 
could call up a friend 
and say, "Meet me … 
and tell me what's 
going on with the 
economy." Now 
imagine that's actually 
a fun evening

¢ Revisionist History
Malcolm Gladwell's 
journey through the 
overlooked and the 
misunderstood. Every 
episode re-examines 
something from the 
past—an event, a person, 
an idea, even a song—
and asks whether we got 
it right the first time.

A Look inside a Classroom

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/workshop-model-customized-learning

• What strategies does this 
teacher build interest and 
investment in his
classroom?

• How does this teacher 
use technology to make 
his instruction more 
• Efficient
• Effective
• Personalized?

Personalized Learning
“Allows students to make choices around content while we’re still unified around skills.”
qCommonalities
üEQ: “How do we pursue Justice?”  
üSkills 
üProduct (Public Awareness Campaign)

qDifferentiation
üInterest (Topic)
üReadiness (Skills)

qTeacher
üProvided a menu of choices and selected the topics of top interest to students. 

Grouped them according to interest
üPulled resources for them to use as they researched their topics and created their final 

products 
üCreated organizers, online tutorials/modules, schedules for small groups, etc.

qLesson We Saw:  
üInterest groups working on what was needed for their product (same interest; mixed 

readiness)
üSmall group working on Creative Writing (mixed interest; like readiness)
üSmall group working with teacher on a skill (mixed interest; like readiness)



Debrief – Technology Uses
üLaptops for research
üiPods for interviews with 
experts
üTeacher’s phone for 
formative assessment
üDigital tutorials for 
reteaching
üDigital tutorials for 
enrichment
üLaptops for collaboration 
with peers and completion    
of final projects.

Today’s High Impact Tech Tools
Canva
Flipgrid
Padlet
Kidblog
Mentimeter
Google Forms
Commonlit.org
GoFormative
iMovie
Audio Recording: Voicethread, Audacity, Synth

Many of these tools 
can be used to build classroom 
community, monitor student 

understanding/progress, 
provide targeted feedback, and 

to design equitable learning 
opportunities to engage all 

students.

Digital Tool 
“Elevator Speech”

Access the Flipgrid via Link:

https://flipgrid.com/c90c82db
ØRecord a 30-second video                       
in response to the prompt.
ØYou can answer as a pair or   
trio, if you wish.
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